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Abstract. Trajectory tracking of flexible multibody systems is a challenging task since they
possess more degrees of freedom than control inputs and impede the direct measurement of
the assumed generalised coordinates. In this paper a control approach based on combined
inversion-based feed-forward and feedback control is presented. The testing example used is a
parallel manipulator with highly flexible arms. The assembly consists of a long and a short arm
each mounted on a car. The end of the short arm is connected to the middle of the long arm with
a revolute joint. The elastic arms are modelled as Timoshenko beams using the finite element
method which are connected with rigid bodies and undergo a model-order reduction. These
numerically efficient models are incorporated in the multibody system using the floating frame
of reference approach. The end-effector of the long arm is supposed to follow a predefined
trajectory.
In this paper we are going to present an appealing way to incorporate the kinematic loop as
well as the feed-forward control problem into the modelling of flexible multibody systems. The
arising differential-algebraic equations contain the remaining dynamics of the system under the
presence of the constraints and give the inverse model. Due to the inclusion of the feed-forward
control, the inverse model is unstable and has to be solved as a boundary value problem.
Based on these results a control approach that consists of the pre-computed feed-forward
control and an output controller that incorporates solely the car positions, the joint angles and
the arm curvature obtained by strain gauges is presented. This combination promises highaccuracy position tracking with a low on-line computational effort. The set-up is tested on
various models which differ in the dimension of the reduced elastic bodies and in the used
reduction techniques. It is shown that, depending on the chosen reduction method, spill-over
effects can be minimised with a surprising small number of shape functions.
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Introduction

Structural vibrations impede the modelling as well as the control design of mechanical systems in many different respects. On the one hand, the modelling of such systems requires a
strict trade-off between accuracy and efficiency more than other systems do. In other words, a
suitable model needs to reflect these vibrations accurately whilst being small enough for control
purposes. One commonly used approach to model such systems are flexible multibody systems.
This formulation incorporates the flexibility of the system into the well-known framework for
rigid body dynamics. With this approach, large non-linear working motions as well as small,
elastic deformations can be described in a very efficient way. In this paper, the floating frame
of reference approach is used to include the flexible bodies into the multibody system.
On the other hand, systems with significant deformations complicate the control design because there are more generalized coordinates than control inputs. In case of non-collocated
inputs and outputs, these under-actuated systems might be non-minimum phase, which renders
many control techniques impossible to apply. In addition, due to the large number of degrees of
freedom, the reconstruction of all generalised coordinates might be impossible in practice.
In this paper, the modelling and control design of a parallel manipulator with flexible links,
as seen in Figure 1, is presented. The end-effector of the long arm is supposed to follow a
straight line in the horizontal plane. Starting with the meshing of the elastic parts and the
downstream model order reduction, the assembly of the open-loop flexible multibody system
using the floating frame of reference approach is performed in Neweul-M2 [1]. Afterwards,
geometrical constraints are imposed to close the kinematic loop between the two arms. The
present set of differential-algebraic equations is transformed to a set of ordinary differential
equations.

Figure 1: Test stand of a parallel manipulator with flexible links to the left and a schematic sketch to the right.

A two degrees of freedom control approach is used to achieve end-effector trajectory tracking
of the parallel manipulator. At first, the feed-forward control, which allocates the set values of
the control inputs as well as of all generalised coordinates and their derivatives, is computed
offline. The feed-forward control is obtained by exact model inversion [2, 3] which requires
in case of end-effector trajectory tracking the solution of a two-point boundary value problem.
Based on the pre-computed set values, simple feedback controllers are used to compensate small
model uncertainties and disturbances.
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Model Set-up

The chosen two degrees of freedom control approach demands high accuracy models to
achieve end-effector trajectory tracking. The modelling process can be separated into two major
parts. At first, the flexible components of the system are modelled with the finite element
method. Then, the flexible multibody system is assembled in the research code Neweul-M2 .
2.1

Pre-Processing

The usage of the floating frame of reference approach requires various pre-processing steps.
At first, the flexible parts, i.e. the thin parts of the long link shown in Fig. 2, are modelled
using Timoshenko beam elements. For each segment, one hundred beam elements, which are
constrained to the horizontal plane, are used. But instead of creating two separated bodies, both
segments are combined in one elastic body. In addition, the rigid bodies, which are located
at the joints and the end-effector, are attached to the flexible segments. Therefore, the defined
elastic bodies consists of three rigid bodies and two hundred beam elements and accordingly,
six hundred degrees of freedom. With this approach, a realistic definition of the boundary
conditions is possible. For the incorporation in the flexible multibody system a reference frame
must be defined. Therefore, the two translations of the nodal frame at the first joint as well as
one translation of the nodal frame located at the second joint, which connects the two links, are
locked. This kind of boundary condition is very similar to the chord frame definition and, here,
the natural choice for the considered system.
flexible links
end-effector

first joint
second joint
Figure 2: Long link of the parallel manipulator.

In a next step, a model order reduction of the elastic body is performed in order to efficiently
incorporate the flexible arm in a multibody system. Next to the classical approach of modal
truncation, some modern reduction techniques are used to condensate the model for control
purposes. In contrast to modal truncation, these methods reduce the system dimension with
respect to the transfer function or the Gramian matrices of the system. Therefore, these methods
require the definition of system inputs and outputs. For mechanical systems it is reasonable
to stick to collocated inputs and outputs. This restriction conserves important properties of
mechanical systems, e.g. stability and passivity. Therefore, it is assumed that the output matrix
Ce equals the transposed input matrix Be .
The system description needed for these reduction techniques can be stated as a set of linear
differential equations in the elastic coordinates qe according to
Mee · q̈e + Dee · q̇e + Kee · qe = Be · ue ,
ye = Ce · qe .
3
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Here, the mass matrix Mee , the damping matrix Dee and the stiffness matrix Kee determine
the system dynamics. The system inputs ue act on the dynamics via the input matrix Be . The
output matrix Ce maps the elastic coordinates qe to the outputs ye .
The first modern approach is called moment matching and is based on Krylov subspaces.
This method matches the transfer function of the elastic bodies at certain frequencies up to a
defined order. The second modern reduction method is based on frequency-weighted balanced
truncation. This method utilises the Gramian matrices of the system to obtain the reduced basis
by means of the energy related to the actuation and observation of the states, respectively. The
method which was used here approximates these Gramian matrices with a Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD). A more detailed presentation of these methods can be found in [4].
The last method is a modification of the Craig-Bampton method [5]. This hybrid method,
presented for the first time in [6], combines the advantages of the well-proved Craig-Bampton
scheme and a powerful Gramian-based approach. Constraint modes are used to ensure that
the reduced system can handle time-varying boundary conditions at defined interaction degrees
of freedom. The difference to the traditional Craig-Bampton scheme is the treatment of the
remaining inner dynamics. Instead of eigenmodes, in the new approach shape functions arising
from a Gramian-based reduction are applied. The inner dynamics are excited by acceleration
of the constraint modes, and thus inertia forces are taken as inputs for the calculation of the
Gramians.
For the Krylov and POD methods, the inputs acting on the elastic structure result from the
rigid body motion initiated by the cars of the linear motors. Therefore, it is necessary to revise
the Newton-Euler equations of a free elastic body in the floating frame of reference approach.
Next to the dynamics of the elastic structure stated in Eq. (1a), the rigid body dynamics have to
be considered. The equations of motion of the isolated body can be stated as
M · z + hω + he = hg +

k
X

TT,i · Fi + TR,i · Li .

(2)

i=1

The vector z summarises the accelerations a, the angular accelerations α of the reference frame
and the elastic accelerations q̈e . Within this notation hω comprises the Coriolis, centrifugal and
Euler forces, which depend on the chosen reference frame. The term he consists of the elastic
forces, which are defined by the stiffness and damping matrices. The terms on the right-hand
side of the equation describe imposed forces or moments acting on the bodies as well as the
force of inertia hg caused by the gravity. In this context, the matrices TT,i and TR,i map the
forces Fi and moments Lj,i acting on the nodal frame i to the reference frame of the body j.
The (6 + nelast ) × (6 + nelast ) mass matrix M , which might be dense for some reference frames,
can be stated as


Mtt
Mtr
Mte
Mrr
Mre  .
M = Mrt
(3)
Met
Mer
Mee
The indices of the submatrices t, r and t refer to translational, rotational and elastic.
Under the assumption, that the elastic deformations are small and in a neighbourhood of the
static equilibrium, the vector hω can be neglected. In addition, the vector hg vanishes, because
the elastic body is constrained to the horizontal plane, which is orthogonal to the gravitational
acceleration vector g. Finally, by treating the existing, dominant components of the rigid body
accelerations as the system inputs, Eq. (2) simplifies to
Mee · q̈e + Deee · q̇e + Kee · qe = −ay Met,y − αz Mer,z .
4
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Thereby, ay and αz are the accelerations of the reference frame of the body. Then, the aggregation of the matrices Met,y and Mer,z corresponds to the input matrix Be .
The presented methods are used to create reduced elastic bodies of different dimensions.
Afterwards, the reduced elastic bodies are exported to the SID-file format [7]. Subsequent to
the assembly of the flexible multibody system, a convergence analysis and comparison of the
presented methods is performed.
2.2

Flexible Multibody System

The flexible multibody system is assembled in the research code Neweul-M2 . Next to the
elastic body representing the long arm, three additional bodies have to be considered. These are
the short arm, which is supposed to be rigid, and the two cars of the linear motors. In addition,
the forces of the linear motors, which are modelled as the product of a motor constant and the
motor current, and viscous dampers have to be included. For the statement of the Newton-Euler
equations of the four bodies, the joint which connects the two arms, is cut open. Next to the
reduced elastic coordinates qred four additional generalised coordinates are needed to describe
the kinematics of the open-loop system, see Fig. 1. These are the car positions s1 and s2 as
well as the joint angles α and β of the arms. The application of D’Alembert’s principle yields
the equations of motion of the open-loop system. In order to close the loop, two kinematic
constraints are defined. The arising set of differential-algebraic equations can be stated as
M (q) · q̈ = f (q, q̇) + B · u + C T (q) · λ ,
0 = c(q) .

(5a)
(5b)

The generalised mass matrix M is symmetric, positive definite and depends on the joint angles and the elastic coordinates. The generalised force vector f summarises the generalised
centrifugal, Coriolis, Euler and applied forces, expect the forces, which are introduced by the
system inputs u together with the input matrix B. The matrix C is the Jacobian matrix of the
constraint equations c with respect to the generalised coordinates q.
For the controller synthesis, the set of differential-algebraic equations is turn into a set of
ordinary differential equations by a coordinate partitioning approach [8]. At first, the constraint
equations are differentiated twice with respect to the time t yielding
0 = c̈ = C · q̈ +

∂ (C · q̇)
· q̇ ,
∂q

(6)

in which the second term is hereinafter referred to as c00 . In the next step, the vector of the
generalised accelerations is separated into dependent accelerations q̈dep and independent accelerations q̈ind , which results in 0 = Cdep · q̈dep + Cind · q̈ind + c00 . This allows the restatement
of the generalised accelerations in terms of the independent accelerations according to




I
0
= JC · q̈ind + γ .
(7)
q̈ =
· q̈ind +
−1
−1
−Cdep
· Cind
−Cdep
· c00
Finally, the generalised accelerations in Eq. (5a) are substituted with Eq. (7) and the arising
equations are multiplied with the transposed Jacobian matrix JC from the left yielding
JCT · M (q) · JC · q̈ind = JCT · (f (q, q̇) − M (q) · γ) + JCT · B · u ,
Mind (q) · q̈ind = find (q, q̇) + Bind · u .
5
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For initial value problems, it is feasible to transform these equations back to the generalised
coordinates according to q̈ = JC · Mind (q)−1 (find (q, q̇) + Bind · u) + γ . These projected
equations of motion do not depend on the Lagrange multipliers λ and can be solved with standard ODE solvers.
2.3

Convergence analysis

In order to judge the different model reduction methods, a benchmark test has been performed. The models differ in the reduction techniques as well as in the number of shape functions used to describe the elastic body. The testing scenario is created by a movement of the
cars under realistic velocity and acceleration profiles. The quality of the reduced models is determined by the error of the end-effector position and the curvature measured at a node of the
second arm segment near the second joint, see Fig. 2. The reference solution is obtained by a
simulation of a flexible multibody model, in which the full elastic body has not been reduced,
i.e. with 600 elastic degreeos of freedom.
Figure 3 shows the maximum absolute error of the end-effector position and the curvature.
All presented methods show a fast convergence, but the new method CMSG based on the classical CMS approach together with Gramian-based reduction is by far the best, especially with
respect to the curvature.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the four different model order reduction methods: balanced truncation (POD), modal
truncation (Modal), moment matching (Krylov) and the modified CMS (CMSG).

3

Control Concept

The control concept for end-effector trajectory tracking of the parallel manipulator is composed of two parts. At first, a feed-forward control by exact model inversion is computed. Then,
based on the obtained set values, simple output controllers, which compensate small model uncertainties and disturbances, are set up.
3.1

Feed-forward control design

The feed-forward control is obtained by exact model inversion of the complete dynamical
model. In a first step, the obtained equations of motions derived in Section 2 are augmented by
additional constraint equations, the so-called servo constraints s, [9, 10], to enforce trajectory
6
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tracking. This yields the set of differential-algebraic equations
M (q) · q̈ = f (q, q̇) + B · u + C T (q) · λ
0 = c(q)
0 = s(t, q)

(10a)
(10b)
(10c)

This set of differential-algebraic equations describes the inverse model, which might be purely
algebraic or contain a dynamical part. The dynamic part is called internal dynamics, which can
not be influenced by the inputs u and can not be observed in the servo constraints s. In case
of end-effector trajectory tracking, the internal dynamics of this flexible system is unstable,
i.e. the system is non-minimum phase. This phenomenon is well-known for non-collocated
input-output combinations. In such a case stable inversion [12] might be used. Thereby, it is
necessary to solve a two-point boundary value problem, which results in bounded set values for
the system inputs as well as for the generalised coordinates and their time derivatives.
The statement of the two-point boundary value problem suggests the transformation of the
set of differential-algebraic equations in Eq. (10) to its embedded set of ordinary differential
equations. This formulation is similar to Section 2.2, except that an oblique transformation
of the constrained equations of motions is necessary. Here, it seems natural to use the elastic
coordinates and their time derivatives as the reduced basis.
The solution of the boundary value problem is obtained with the Matlab solver bvp5c. The
boundary conditions are stated in such way, that the solution starts on the unstable manifold
and ends on the stable manifold of the internal dynamics. The obtained solution contains the
set values of the minimal coordinates and their time derivatives. The set values of the dependent coordinates as well as the system inputs and Lagrange multipliers are computed from the
constraint equations on position, velocity on acceleration level. These pre-computed computed
generalised coordinates and system inputs will be referred to as qd and uff , respectively.
3.2

Feedback controller

The feedback control concept incorporates cascade controllers for each car positions and an
additional curvature controller [11], which is supposed to damp high-frequent oscillations of
the elastic body. The latter controller uses a least-squares approach to merge the measurements
of three strain gauges, which are applied on the long arm. Figure 4 shows the control structure,
that is used for end-effector trajectory tracking. For simplicity, it is assumed that the dynamics
of the mechanical system is dominant and the motor dynamics can be neglected. Otherwise, the
cascade controllers could include an additional current loop.
In this presentation, the main focus lies on the design of the curvature controller. The reason why this approach is chosen, is based on the fact that is difficult to reconstruct the elastic
coordinates from the strain gauge measurement in real-time, which would be necessary for a
state feedback controller. However, it is very easy to obtain the signals of the strain gauges if
the elastic coordinates are available.
Therefore, the first step is the computation of the desired curvature based on the offline computed desired values of the reduced elastic coordinates qred . The curvature κ of a Timoshenko
beam is given by
∂ψz (x)
· qred ,
(11)
κ(x) =
∂x
in which the row vector ψz represents the shape function of rotation in z-direction. Due to the
finite element approach, the values of the shape functions are only known at the nodes of the
7
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Figure 4: Control concept for end-effector trajectory tracking.

beam and the partial derivative can not be computed in a straight-forward way. Therefore, the
actual shape function ψz (x) is approximated by cubic Hermite splines s(x). The approximated
curvature κapprox is then obtained by
κapprox (x) =

∂s(x)
· qred = cκ (x) · q ,
∂x

(12)

in which cκ (x) can be interpreted as a curvature shape function in terms of all generalised
coordinates q. The shape function κapprox is now evaluated at the positions, where the strain
gauges are applied. These discrete curvatures are now used to state the curvature output equation
according to


cκ (x1 )


ysg =  ...  · q = Csg · q = Csg,ind · qind .
(13)
cκ (xp )
The first part of the curvature controller design is finding a suitable distribution matrix that
connects the curvature errors esg = ysg − ysg,d with the system inputs. Differentiating Eq. (13)
twice with respect to the time and substituting the independent accelerations with Eq. (8) yields
ÿsg = Csg,ind · Mind (q)−1 · find (q, q̇) + Csg,ind · Mind (q)−1 · Bind · u .

(14)

In the next step, a least-squares solution at a static equilibrium q = q0 is obtained via a QRdecomposition yielding
Csg,ind · Mind (q0 )−1 · Bind = Qi · Ri .

(15)

Here, the matrix Qi spans the column space of the matrix product, which results in a square
matrix Ri . This representation is sometimes called economy-size QR-decomposition. In conjunction with the pre-computed input uff and an additional input v, Eq. (14) can be restated
as

−1
−1
(16)
ÿsg = Csg,ind · Mind
· find + Csg,ind · Mind
· Bind · uff + Ri−1 · QT
i ·v ,
−1
−1
ÿsg = Csg,ind · Mind
· (find + Bind · uff ) +Csg,ind · Mind
· Bind · Ri−1 · QT
i ·v ,
{z
}
|
q̈d
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in which the product Csg,ind · q̈d equals the second derivative of desired curvature ÿsg,d . In a
neighbourhood of the static equilibrium q0 , the error dynamics of the curvature output reduce
to
ësg = ÿsg − ÿsg,d = Qi · QT
(18)
i ·v ,
Due to the fact that the matrix product Qi · QT
i is positive semi-definite, the control law for the
new input v is easy to design. With the diagonal, positive definite gain matrices Gp and Gd , the
additional input can be stated as v = −Gp · esg − Gd · ėsg , and thus the error dynamics result
in
ësg = −Qi · QT
(19)
i · (Gp · esg + Gd · ėsg ) .
In case that the time derivatives of the curvature are not available, simple PID for the curvature
outputs can be used.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the different model order methods.

In order to test the control, a feed-forward control based on a model twelve shape functions
obtained by CMSG is computed. With the obtained set values, a simulation model with 96
eigenmodes is controlled with the presented controller structure. In addition, a mass of 200
g, which is not considered in the feed-forward control, is attached to the end-effector as a
disturbance. Figure 5 shows the deviations of the end-effector position. In the presence of the
additional mass, the maximum deviation of the end-effector is about 1.5 cm if no feedback is in
use. This error drops to approx. 4 mm, if the controllers are active. In addition, the curvature
controller does not cause spill-over effects, even though the simulation model included 96 shape
functions.
4

Conclusions

The modelling and control design for a parallel manipulator with flexible links has been
presented. A very promising reduction method, which combines the advantages of the CMS
approach and a Gramian-based reduction, has been introduced. This method promises small and
accurate reduced models, which are used to design a feed-forward control that is supported by
a cascade controller for the car positions and a output controller that incorporates the curvature
of the flexible beams.
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